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Abstract 
Two methods of constructing generalised Bhaskar Rao designs (GBRDs) are presented and used to 
construct GBRDs with block size three over the dihedral groups and over the generalised quater- 
nion groups. 
1. Introduction 
Generalised Bhaskar Rao designs (GBRDs) over Abelian groups have been studied 
extensively. In particular GBRDs with block size three over groups isomorphic to 
a direct product of elementary Abelian groups are considered by Lam and Seberry [6] 
and Seberry [lo], whilst cyclic groups are considered by de Launey et al. [2], Seberry 
[8,9] and Bowler et al. [l]. Little work has been done on GBRDs over non-Abelian 
groups, except for non-Abelian groups of order at most 12, which are considered by 
Palmer and Seberry [7] and also by Gibbons and Mathon [3]. In this paper we 
construct GBRDs with block size three over the dihedral groups and over the 
generalised quaternion groups. 
Definition 1.1. Let v, b, k, r and L be positive integers, G a finite group with identity 
1 and Z(G) be the group ring of G over the ring of integers 2. A generalised Bhaskar 
Rao design with parameters v, b, r, k and A over a group G is a v x b matrix W with 
entries from G u (O}, where O$G, such that the following conditions hold: 
(BRl) each column of W has exactly k entries from G, 
(BR2) WW’=nl+~/IGIC,,.cc(J-I), 
where W+ is the transpose of W with the group elements replaced by their inverses, 
and the product WW+ is evaluated in Z(G). 
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We now give an equivalent definition of a GBRD which is easier to work with. 
First, we require the following definition. 
Definition 1.2. Let W be a GBRD. If A = ( ccl, . . . , q,) and B = ( fir, . . . , /$,) are two rows 
of W then the diference AB -I ofAand Bisthemultiset {Clifl;rli=l,...,b}, where 
O-l=0 and crO=Occ=O for all rx~Gu(O}. 
It is not difficult to show that BRl and BR2 are equivalent to the following 
conditions. 
(BRl’) The matrix N obtained from W by replacing the group entries with 1 is the 
incidence matrix of a 2-(a, k, A) structure. 
(BR2’) The difference of two distinct rows of W contains exactly A/I G) copies of 
each group element. 
For the definition of a 2-( u, k, A) structure see [S]. In view of Condition BRl’ we use 
the notation GBRD(u, k, %; G) to denote a GBRD W over G with parameters u, k and 
A and k is called the block size of W. The matrix N of Condition BR2’ is called the 
underlying matrix of W. 
For the rest of this paper we only consider GBRD(u, k,& G)s with ;1= 1Gj. We 
note, however, that if there exists a GBRD(v, k, 1 Gl; G) then there exists a 
GBRD(u, k, t 1 GI; G) for all positive integers t, obtained by concatenating t copies of 
the GBRD( U, k, I G (; G). 
2. Constructive results 
The following result is a generalisation of Lemma 2.3 from [l] which gives the 
result for the subgroup of order two of a cyclic group of even order. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. If there exists 
(i) k - 1 permutation rcl, n2, . . . , ~~~_~ofG\Hsuchthatforallp,q~{l,2,...,k-l), 
p+q, 
(ii) a GBRD(u, k, I HI; H), 
(iii) a 2-(u, k, 1) structure, 
then there exists a GBRD(u, k, (GI; G). 
Proof. Let A be the GBRD( u, k, I H I; H) and B be the incidence matrix of the 2-( 0, k, 1) 
structure. Let c11,a2, .. . . “IG\HI be the elements of G\H in some order. 
Form a new matrix C from B, by replacing in each column of B, 
each 0 by a row of I G\H I OS, 
the pth 1 by 71p(~1),71~,(~2),...,71p(~1G\H~) (p=L...,k-11, 
the kth 1 by a row of 1 G\H 1 IS (where I is the identity of G). 
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Let V be the matrix A 11 C, where 11 denotes concatenation. Since the underlying 
matrices of A and C are incidence matrices for a 2-(u, k, IHI) structure and a 2- 
(v, k, IG\Hl) structure respectively, it is clear that V is the incidence matrix of a 2- 
(u, k, I G 1) structure. 
Let ri and Yj (1 <i < j< u) be two rows of I’. The difference of rows ri and rj of 
V is the union of the difference of the corresponding rows of A and C. Since 
A is a GBRD(o, k, IHI; H) the difference of rows ri and rj of A contains exactly one 
copy of each element of H. Rows ri and rj of B have one 1 entry in common in 
some column c of B. Suppose these 1 entries are, respectively, the pth and qth l’s of 
column c where 1 <p<q< k. If q# k then the difference of rows ri and rj is 
{~p(~s)(~q(~s))-11s=1,2,..., (G\HI > which contains each element of G\H by hy- 
pothesis. If q = k then the difference of rows ri and rj is { zP( a,) 1 s = 1,2, . . . , I G\H I }. 
Since rcP is a permutation of G\H the difference of rows ri and rj contains each element 
of G\H exactly once. Thus, V satisfies Conditions BRl’ and BR2’ and so is 
a GBRD(r,k,IGI;G). 0 
The next result is essentially the same as the previous theorem with H the ‘empty 
subgroup’ and is proved in a similar manner. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a group. Zf there exists 
(i) k-l permutations z1,z2, . . . . zk_l of G such that, for all p,qE(1,2, . . . . k- l}, 
p+q, 
{ ~JE)(~~(~)) -I I LEG} = G 
(ii) a 2-(4 k, 1) structure, 
then there exists a GBRD( u, k, I Cl; G). 
3. The dihedral group DZn 
In this section we construct GBRD( O, 3,2n; D2,,)s for all positive integers n B 3. The 
dihedral group D,, (n 2 3) can be presented as follows: 
Using the defining relations, it can be shown that any element of DZn can be written as 
either ai or a’b (i=O, 1, . . . . n- 1) and that all these elements are distinct. Thus 
I Dz, ( = 2n. For the given presentation of Dz, with generators a and b, it is easy to check 
that for all integers i, 
ba’=a-‘b. (1) 
Theorem 3.1. For every euen integer n greater than 2 there exists a GBRD(u, 3,2n; Dzn) 
for all u = 1 or 3 (mod 6). 
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Proof. First we exhibit permutations rcl and rcz of D 2n satisfying condition (i) of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Let 7c1 be the identity permutation and define nn, as follows: 
rCz(ui)= 
i 
an-i 
i=o, 1, . ..) (n/2)- 1, 
a’-‘&, i=n/2,(42)+1,...,n-1; 
n2(aib)= 
i 
an-i-l 
b, i=O,l,..., (n/2)-1, 
ai+l -(n/Z) ) i=n/2,(n/2)+1,..., n-l. 
It is not difficult to check that n2 is a permutation of D2, since the images of u’ 
(i=O, 1, . . ..(n/2)- 1) and a’b (i=(n/2),(42)+1,...,n-1) give all the powers of 
uwhilsttheimagesofui(i=(n/2),(n/2)+1,...,n-1)andaib(i=0,1,...,(n/2)-1)give 
all the powers of a composed with b. It remains to check that 
(n,(q)(nz(q))-’ I qEDzn) 
is the set D2n. 
In D2,, we have 
7Cl(u’)(712(ui))-l=uiui-~=u2i (i=O, 1, . . ..(n/2)- l), 
~1(~i)(~2(~i))-‘=ai(&‘“‘2’b 1 
=uibu -i+C.id- 
=u2i-cni2)b [using (l)] 
(i=n/2,(42)+1,..., n-l), 
~l(uib)(~2(uib))-‘=aib2ui+’ 
=u2i+l 
(i=O, 1, . . . . (n/2)- l), 
nl(uib)(n2(u’b))-‘=~ibu’“‘2’-i-’ 
=~~~+~-(“‘~)b [using (l)] 
(i=n/2,(42)+1,..., n-1). 
Thus, { n1(q)(z2(q))-’ 1 qsD,,,} is the union of the following sets: 
Al={l,uZ )...) CP}, 
~2={~“~2b,~(“~2)+2b,...,~(“~2)-2b), 
A3={u,u3 )...) Cl}, 
A,={u (~i~)+~b,u’“‘~‘+3b,.~~,u’“‘2’-~b}. 
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Now AluA3={ai~i=0,..., n-l} and A2uA4={aib)i=0,...,n-1) and so 
{~i(q)(~z(q)) -’ I WL,) =Dzn. 
From [4] when o = 1 or 3 (mod 6) there exists a 2-(u, 3,1) structure. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.2 the corresponding GBRD( u, 3,2n; Dzn) exists. 0 
Theorem 3.2. For every odd integer II greater than 1 there exists a GBRD( u, 3,2n; D2,,) 
for all v- 1 or 9 (mod 12). 
Proof (sketch). First, we exhibit permutations rrn, and rc2 of D,,\{ l,b} satisfying 
condition (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
Let rri be the identity permutation and define rc2 as follows: 
?$a’)= 
a’b, i= 1,2 . . ..(n-1)/2. 
a”-‘, i=[(n-1)/2]+1,[(n-1)/2]+2,...,n-1; 
n(a’b)= 
an-ib, i=l,2 ,..., (n-1)/2, 
ui, i=[(n-1)/2]+1,[(n-1)/2]+2,...,n-1. 
It is easy to check that rr2 is a permutation of D2,,\{l, b) and that nl and rcz satisfy 
condition (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
From [4,9], respectively, when u = 1 or 9 (mod 12) there exists a 2-( u, 3,1) structure 
and a GBRD( v, 3,2; Z,). Thus, since { 1, b} z Z2, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the 
corresponding GBRD( v, 3,2n; D2,,) exists. 0 
Note that for n odd it is easy to show that there are no permutations rci and 7c2 of 
Dz, satisfying condition (i) of Theorem 2.2, so we are unable to use this theorem 
in this case. 
4. The generalised quaternion group Q,” 
In this section we construct GBRD( v, 3,2”; Qzn)s for all positive integers n > 3. The 
generalised quaternion group Qzn (n 3 2) can be presented as follows: 
(a,bla2n-1=l, b2=a2”-‘, ba=a-‘b). 
Using the defining relations it can be shown that any element of Q2” can be written in 
the form u’or a’b (i=O, 1 , . . . ,2”- ’ - l), and that all these elements are distinct. Thus 
jQ2nl=2”. 
Theorem 4.1. For every integer n z 3 there exists a GBRD( u, 3,2”; Q2”) for all UE 1 or 
3 (mod6). 
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Proof (sketch). First, we exhibit permutations rcr and rc2 of Qzn satisfying condition(i) 
of Theorem 2.2. Let x1 be the identity permutation and let rc2 be defined as follows: 
i 
a2i 
> iE{O, 
b, i even, i~(2”-2,2”-2+1 ,..., 2”-l-l}, 
a’b, i odd, i~{2”-2,2”-2+1,...,2”-1-1}; 
i even, iE{O, 1, . . . . 2”-2-1}, 
i odd, ie{O, 1, . . . . 2”-‘-l}, 
i@-2,2”-2+ 1, . . . . 2”-‘- l}. 
It is easy to check that 7c2 is a permutation of Q2n and, using the defining relations, that 
zn, and rr2 satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 2.2. 
From [4], when u E 1 or 3 (mod 6) there exists a 2-(u, 3,1) structure. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.2, the corresponding GBRD( u, 3,2”; Q2n) exists. 0 
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